
SKETCH: CHATGOP
Written by Jonathan Hogue

Footage of a white man watching TV, distressed.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Does today’s news make you feel… confused?

Footage of a white woman watching her child play with a
black child.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Are you stressed by modern America?

Footage of two white people looking confused.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Do you lack grade-level reading comprehension and
basic deductive reasoning skills?

We see the interface of ChatGOP, a new phone app.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Introducing ChatGOP, a revolutionary new app
using AI technology that lets you, an American
patriot, take back the narrative.

Cut to a testimonial with a MIDDLE-AGED WHITE MAN credited
as “Timothy Smith, Hard Working American”:

MIDDLE-AGED WHITE MAN
I used to struggle with understanding why things
were happening in our nation, which left me
feeling hopeless and depressed as the radical
left stomped out our freedoms.

Footage of the MIDDLE-AGED WHITE MAN looking frustrated.

MIDDLE-AGED WHITE MAN (V.O.)
Now with ChatGOP, I feel more confident knowing
the truth about what’s really going on.

Footage of the MIDDLE-AGED WHITE MAN in various social
situations looking confident, then smiling at the American
flag.
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PRESENTER (V.O.)
ChatGOP is simple and easy to use, designed
especially for grown adults who have the mental
acuity of a third-grader.

Visuals of the app interface.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Simply tell ChatGOP a few things that you don’t
like, and the app will craft a logically-sound
series of connections that perfectly rationalize
your concerns.

An OLDER WHITE MAN speaks into his phone.

OLDER WHITE MAN
George Soros, Canadian wildfires, Ellen Degeneres

We see the app interface as the app speaks back.

CHATGOP VOICE
George Soros sent $15 billion dollars to Ellen
Degeneres who assembled a team of lesbian
arsonists to start wildfires in Canada in support
of the war in Ukraine.

OLDER WHITE MAN
Now that makes more sense!

Footage of average Americans doing everyday small-town
activities.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
ChatGOP is an efficient piece of rapid-support
mobile technology, and the voice-to-speech
feature is perfect for any unexpected everyday
situations.

A MID 30’S WHITE WOMAN at the grocery store checkout. A
YOUNG BLACK CLERK rings up her groceries, and the amount
displays as $6.66. The MID 30’S WOMAN sees a BLM button
pinned to the CLERK’s shirt and warily pulls out her
ChatGOP app to speak aloud into it.

MID 30’S WHITE WOMAN
Sam’s Club, Black Lives Matter, Satan.
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The YOUNG BLACK CLERK looks disturbed as the WOMAN says all
of this loudly in front of him.

CHATGOP VOICE
Sam’s Club is a subsidiary company of Black Lives
Matter, an enterprise created by the Satanic
church meant to eliminate white children from
American schools.

MID 30’S WHITE WOMAN (proudly)
Sorry, but I’m taking my business elsewhere.

The WOMAN leaves. The BLACK CLERK looks confused.

Cut to footage of rural low-income white Americans looking
concerned.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Now, you may be thinking: I don’t own modern
technology because I don’t like the government
tracking my information. How do I use ChatGOP?
We’ve made it simple for you with the new ChatGOP
mobile device.

We see the mobile device, a giant black brick of a phone.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Using recycled Nokia 9000s from 1996, this simple
device weighs just under seven pounds and clips
right onto your belt loop for easy on-the-go
action.

Old man standing front of an apple orchard pulls out the
mobile device.

OLD MAN
Global warming, the Second Amendment,
transgenders.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
With just a few verbal commands, this
revolutionary technology—

The device emits a loud jarring buzz like a bunch of gears
are whirring.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
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—will give you a well-crafted, logical response—

The device starts smoking.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
—in just minutes of your time.

CHATGOP VOICE
The Democrats are pushing global warming bills to
funnel funds into rewriting the Second Amendment
so that all guns will be revoked and placed in
the hands of radicalized transgenders.

OLD MAN (concerned)
Not in my Alabama.

He pulls out an AK-47 from behind an apple tree.

Footage of the app interface.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
ChatGOP is perfectly equipped to deliver seamless
logical conclusions from leftist subjects like:

(Presented as a list:) Coronavirus; Hunter
Biden’s laptop; Nancy Pelosi; Women in Power;
Women in General; The Barbie movie; The Concept
of Democracy; Black Ariel; The Green M&M; and
Voting.

But don’t trust tech to give you the truth. Use
our new voice modulator feature, and let a
reliable source tell you what you want to hear:

A MID 30’S WHITE MAN listens to his phone.

CHATGOP VOICE
(in a Donald Trump voice:)

Joe Biden’s disastrous Mexico-First agenda is
causing billions of undocumented immigrants to
flood across our borders, can you believe it? Our
small towns are flooded with drug lords feeding
our children fentanyl and forcing them to work in
sweat shops making t-shirts for children in, you
guessed it, “Jy-na”.

Visuals of the app interface.
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PRESENTER (V.O.)
Are long explanations too hard for you to
understand? Just tap “rapid response” on the app,
and ChatGOP will generate a simplified answer:

Footage of a YOUNG WHITE MAN in line at a coffee shop as he
types in key words: Bud Light; Cracker Barrel; books.

ChatGOP’s written answer: “THEY ARE WOKE”

YOUNG WHITE MAN
Wow, I guess they are woke. Thanks ChatGOP!

Footage of small-town America.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Now, we know that sometimes it can be hard to
find the corruption that’s happening right in
your small town. So what about things that seem
suspicious, but you need more information?

A YOUNG WHITE WOMAN outside of a closed pizzeria.

YOUNG WHITE WOMAN
Hmm. Why is my local pizza place closed today?

PRESENTER (V.O.)
Simply tap the “Q” button, and let ChatGOP fill

in the blanks:

We see the YOUNG WHITE WOMAN tap the “Q” button on her
phone and listen as the app reads back a long-winded
answer:

CHATGOP VOICE
Rizzetti’s Pizza is closed on Mondays to harbor
their black market abortion clinic and child
trafficking ring run by the Clintons, where
Hollywood elites feast on discarded baby parts
cooked with Jewish space lasers funded by the
Chinese as an attempt to destroy Donald Trump’s
legacy and suppress the Biblical values that will
rise during the Great Awakening where JFK Jr will
return to rule the earth for a thousand years.
Here’s a link to learn more.
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YOUNG WHITE WOMAN
Ooh, a free ticket to “Sound of Freedom”.

She taps “accept” and walks to the movie theatre next door.

Footage of traditional patriotic imagery (mountains,
eagles, farmland, children on playgrounds, people in
church)

PRESENTER (V.O.)
It’s hard to be a patriot these days with so many
people ruining your America.

Footage of female protestors, young queer people with
unique hairstyles, smiling people of color.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
You may not be allowed to hate them, but with
ChatGOP, you can make it their fault.

Footage of various patriotic white Americans:

A WHITE MOTHER holding a child:

WHITE MOTHER
Thanks ChatGOP!

A WHITE MALE FARMER getting into a truck:

WHITE MALE FARMER
Thanks ChatGOP!

A crowd of WHITE MAGA SUPPORTERS:

CROWD OF WHITE MAGA SUPPORTERS
Thanks ChatGOP!

The ChatGOP logo displays on the screen.

PRESENTER (V.O.)
ChatGOP: We White For You

The MAGA crowd cheering as they rush the Capital. Cut to
black.
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